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New luxury label Ethical Kind launches with a sustainable boudoir to bar collection.  

 

The ‘White Lotus’ collection introduces Organic Peace Silk for the eco-fashion conscious; a dialogue 

between social entrepreneurship and style. 

 

 

Founded in London by social entrepreneur Lily Chong, the new conscious living luxury lifestyle brand               

Ethical Kind has launched with its first boudoir to bar collection.  

 

A balance between sustainability and glamour, the White Lotus luxury nightwear is versatile to take you                

from boudoir to bar. Simplicity of design and monochromatic tones are key to making the feminine                

collection timeless and giving longevity.  

 

Benefitting from being produced in natural Organic Peace Silk the collection has soft and              

hypoallergenic qualities. As the fibre is a renewable resource and 100% biodegradable at the end of its                 

lifecycle, The Ethical Kind collection is a more sustainable and empowering choice for the modern               

woman.  

 

The launch collection consists of two-piece silk camisole and pant sets available in black and ivory. A                 

Black and White delicate flower print kimono robe, available in two lengths completes the collection.               

True to its core values, all garments are versatile,  luxurious as well as conscientious.  

 

“From uncovering my family’s heritage of silk farmers to recognising the human beings behind the               

clothes and the fashion impact on the environment and society, Ethical Kind aspire to make fashion                

better for the future. The label’s coexistence of luxury, eco-consciousness and ethics through its              

design and craftsmanship endeavours to make positive changes to preserve natural landscapes,            

 



 

protect wildlife and support the silk farmers and artisan’s way of life through opportunity, empowerment               

and independence. I’m thrilled to introduce Organic Peace Silk sustainable materials to the UK and               

international audiences to create luxurious and beautiful nightwear" comments Lily Chong, founder at             

Ethical Kind. 

 

    

The White Lotus camisole and pants set start from £495 and Kimono robes start from £895. Items are                  

currently available to order at www.ethicalkind.com.  

The launch collection with also be available for sale at Bicester Village with the Maiyet Collective to                 

presents the finest conscious luxury brands for the period of 24th November - 8th December 2019. 

Bicester Village  

50 Pingle Drive, Bicester, OX26 6WD 

https://www.tbvsc.com/bicester-village 

For further press information contact: 

Lily Chong 

Email: press@ethicalkind.com Tel: +44 (0)7447 919 730 

IG:@ethicalkind  FB:@EthicalKind  Twitter: @EthicalKind 

 

NOTE TO EDITORS: 

 

About Ethical Kind 

Ethical Kind was founded in 2019 by Lily Chong, a conscious luxury brand born from the desire to                  

make fashion better for the future. Designed for the modern and discerning women, relaxed and               

elegant, the launch collection consists of versatile, effortless pieces and introduces refreshing elements             

that blur the line between ready-to-wear and loungewear.  

 

 

http://www.ethicalkind.com/
https://www.tbvsc.com/bicester-village
mailto:press@ethicalkind.com
https://www.instagram.com/ethicalkind/
https://www.facebook.com/EthicalKind/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://twitter.com/EthicalKind


 

Creating luxury design-led products the brand aims to showcase the increasing possibilities of             

sustainable fashion to drive innovation and development, with a focus on creating positive changes for               

not only the people who wear but also make the clothes. 

 

About Organic Peace Silk 

Organic Peace Silk is known as non-violent, cruelty-free or ahimsa silk. It means the breeding and                

harvesting of the silk is manufactured under the most stringent social and natural conditions. While               

traditional silk manufacturing methods involve boiling the cocoons while the silkworm is still inside,              

Peace Silk allows the completion of the metamorphosis of the silkworm to the butterfly, so no animal                 

suffers for fashion. Once the butterflies have left their cocoons, the cocoons are processed without the                

use of harmful chemicals and the fibres are spun using solar-powered machinery making the              

production eco-friendly. Organic Silk production means, the trees which provide the feed for the              

silkworms to grow are not treated with fungicides, insecticides or genetic sprays; this has a               

positive impact on the size of the cocoon and the quality of the silk thread, it also significantly                  

reduces water pollution that results from conventional silk production practices.  

 

 


